Abstract-An extrapolation technique is adapted to predict the monostatic radar cross-section (RCS) pattern from a few pattern value calculations. This approach eliminates a need to resolve the system when an iterative solver is employed. A three-dimensional application is considered to demonstrate the accuracy of the technique.
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I. FORMULATION
The asymptotic waveform evaluation (AWE) method provides a reduced-order model and has already been successfully used in various electromagnetic and circuit applications [1] - [6] . These applications dealt with frequency extrapolation implementations. In this letter, we present a new implementation of AWE for rapid monostatic scattering pattern fill calculations when an iterative solver is employed.
On the basis of AWE, a Taylor series expansion is generated about a specific value of the system parameter (frequency, angle, etc.). The Taylor coefficients or moments are then used to extract poles of the system yielding a rational function (Padè approximation) of the system parameter. Padè representations have a larger circle of convergence and can therefore provide a broader extrapolation when compared to Taylor series representations. Below we describe the implementation of AWE in connection with method of moment (MoM) systems for computing monostatic patterns using only a few angular points.
A usual form of the MoM system is
where
and I n refer to the summation coefficients of the current density expansion weighted by the subsectional basis function T n (r). Among the other parameters, Zmn(k) represents the weighted integral used for generating the matrix, fV m (k; ; )g is the excitation vector, and E inc (k; ; ) denotes the external incident field excitation. Also, k is the free-space wave number and (; ) is the incidence angle. For monostatic pattern evaluations using a direct solver, an order of O(N 3 ) computational complexity is required to factorize the dense matrix [Zmn] . Additional O(N 2 ) computations are then needed for each right-hand side term. For iterative solvers, the entire solution must be repeated for each excitation. The proposed pattern fill procedure eliminates repetition of the iterative solutions altogether except for a few pattern points used as the expansion points of the extrapolation.
To show how AWE can be applied, we assume that fI n (; )g has already been computed at a given direction ( 0 ; 0 ). A Taylor series expansion on (with constant) is then given by
where V (q) m (0) is the qth derivative of Vm() with respect to evaluated at 0 and we have dropped implied dependencies on and k. For plane wave excitations, the moments M q n can be trivially calculated and one could therefore increase the order of the expansion as needed to extend the validity of the approximation. This is better achieved by casting (2) into a Padè rational function. Rewriting (2) as
the Padè representation for each In() (n = 1; 2; 111 ; N) is
where the coefficients a 
II. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To demonstrate the proposed pattern fill procedure, we consider the scattering by a metallic plate (22 2) with three circular slots as shown in Fig. 1 . The holes were introduced to increase the complexity of the pattern and thus better demonstrate the utility of the extrapolation. The incident electric field is given by Einc =ŷe jk (x sin 0z cos ) (6) i.e., = 0 . Before applying AWE, the monostatic RCS pattern was computed at = 14 , 38 , 58 , and 75 and these points were then used as expansion points to generate Padè approximations with L = 3; M = 1 and L = M = 1. As seen in Fig. 1 , each expansion best approximates the reference RCS pattern in the corresponding angular sector.
For central processing unit (CPU) comparisons, we used 91 MoM points for reference. The corresponding CPU time was 97 min. On the other hand, the Padè approximation with four expansion points at 181 points was carried out in 25 min, which is about a quarter 0018-926X/98$10.00 © 1998 IEEE To provide AWE users with some guidelines, we performed a systematic study of AWE order versus the angular band of the approximation. We observed that if one expansion point is chosen for every angular sector containing a single pattern lobe/null, a Padè approximation with L = 1, M = 1, or M = 0 results in a sufficiently accurate approximation. However, for angular sectors containing lobes and nulls, higher order expansions are necessary. For instance, expansions with (L=M ) lower than (3=1) for the first sectors of the example (see Fig. 1 ) would deteriorate the agreement.
III. CONCLUSION
In this letter, we presented an implementation of AWE for generating broad-band RCS patterns using only a few points of the exact solution. It was observed that AWE can result in considerable CPU time savings when an iterative solver is employed. We should point out that the accuracy and extrapolation range of the AWE implementation depend on several factors such as pattern shape, location of the expansion points, and the order of the Padè representation.
The Diffraction of an Inhomogeneous Plane Wave by an Impedance Wedge in a Lossy Medium
Giuliano Manara, Paolo Nepa, Robert G. Kouyoumjian, and Barendt J. E. Taute The diffraction of an inhomogeneous plane wave by an impedance wedge embedded in a lossy medium is considered in this letter. The uniform analysis presented in [1] for a perfectly conducting wedge is extended here to the case in which impedance boundary conditions (IBC's) occur at both faces of the wedge to account for its material properties. The aim is to extend the uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) to this case. We note that a uniform plane wave impinging on the interface between air and a lossy medium gives rise to an inhomogeneous plane wave in the lossy medium; consequently, the above problem is important in the analysis of electromagnetic scattering from buried objects.
The geometry for the two-dimensional scattering problem is depicted in Fig. 1 , where all the parameters are defined as in [1] . The edge of the wedge is positioned on the z axis and the observation point P is located at ; in the polar coordinate system. The two faces of the wedge ( = 0 and = n) are characterized by different surface impedances Z0 and Zn, respectively. In the following, both polarizations are treated at the same time, i.e., the total field u may denote either H z in the TE (hard) case or E z in the TM (soft) case.
An exp(j!t) time dependence is assumed and suppressed. Since the medium surrounding the wedge is lossy the wave number k = 0j is complex. The incident inhomogeneous plane wave exhibits both a real (k 0 ) and an imaginary (k 00 ) wave-vector component; the angle between the two is < =2, shown in Fig. 1 . As described in [1] , the
